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Do you have a need to move data quickly from where you have it to a 
modern cloud platform? We have a solution that gets you there fast! 
Many organizations have varying data needs, and the complexities 
involved can sometimes feel paralyzing. However, if you need to 
move data to a cloud without any transformations to gain all the 
efficiencies—such as low infrastructure, high compute and a secure 
environment—our Landing Zone Service offers immediate value!

Pythian’s Landing Zone Service allows you to shift data to the 
cloud platform of your choice to address your analytics needs with 
architecture that allows you to point to your data and a pipeline that 
seamlessly picks up the data and lifts it to the cloud. 

Lift your data into the cloud quickly!

Our Landing Zone Service is tailored to get you working on data insights 
rather than worrying about how. You tell us what you want moved; we 
get the data in the cloud within two weeks.

The Landing Zone Service includes:

This service lands your data on a data lake within a cloud platform  
so you can perform relevant analytics deployed as Infrastructure as 
Code (IaC). 

• Addresses the need to move data to the cloud where there is no 
need for data transformation

• Applies a standard set of identity and access management (IAM or 
IdAM) permissions 

• Allows you to modify infrastructure as needed

PYTHIAN SOLUTIONS FOR ANALYTICS

Key Outcomes
• Place identified data in a 

modern cloud platform

• Secure data with blanket 
permission level

• Receive full handover 
documentation with 
recommendations 
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With Pythian's focus on achieving business outcomes, all stakeholders 
in your initiative will realize benefits:

• Executive leadership: As an organizational leader responsible for 
crafting a technology roadmap for data-driven solutions, you can get 
started with arriving at insights that drive business outcomes.

• Business user/domain expert: Land on business outcomes faster 
while staying aligned with strategy and business direction.

• Data scientist/analytics user: Get the appropriate tools to further 
drive insights and remove prior barriers.

Shift up to the cloud and soar to new heights 
with business insights!

Why choose Pythian as your modern cloud  
analytics partner? 
Unmatched expertise—from ETL to ML and everything in between 

Your analytics journey requires a broad range of skills and experience. 
With 25 years of proven expertise in data and data strategy, database 
and data warehousing architecture, artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and other advanced analytical and data sciences, Pythian can 
help you combine data and technology into innovative and impactful 
business solutions.

A flexible partner for the entire journey 

Your digital transformation doesn’t have to stop with our Landing 
Zone Services. We’ll help you at every point on your data and analytics 
journey, from planning a data strategy to integrating data in the cloud, 
applying advanced analytics and driving business outcomes. We are 
here to support your organization in turning your data into insights and 
predictions; help with data strategy, data governance and security; and 
keep your data flowing 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. 

Highly cost-effective 

A system is more than the sum of its people. From the push-button 
deployment of integrated infrastructure to dynamic schema evolution 
to dashboards that monitor and alert on anomalies, Pythian’s team 
brings a technology portfolio to enhance and expedite your data journey 
cost-effectively. 
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designs, implements and supports customized solutions to the toughest data challenges. 
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Exceptional support 

Every migration initiative has many moving parts. To keep things moving 
smoothly and efficiently, Pythian has coupled proven methodologies 
with a dedicated, experienced project manager for every project to 
ensure delivery of the agreed-upon outcomes within the committed 
time frame.  

Synergistic services 

Pythian’s support doesn’t stop once our Landing Zone Service is 
completed. Let us effectively manage your analytics platform with our 
FinOps cloud cost-optimization or DataOps managed services.

Get Started with Pythian. 

If you’d like to unlock the ability to quickly develop, assess and rank 
data-driven solutions through Pythian’s Landing Zone Services, email  
us at info@pythian.com to get started.
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